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Whether we study Yoga, pursue scientific inquiry or just follow our own natural instinct 

to understand, we eventually arrive at the realization that there are many levels of 

reality within which are many differing degrees of subtlety.  Eventually we find ourselves 

asking “What is the subtlest of them all?” Our rational mind stops short of the answer 

and cannot take us beyond its own limitations to “grok” this unattainable yet 

persistently sensed awareness of something intangible at the limits of all knowing, 

beyond all the senses, but relentlessly out there! In Yoga this concept is called Isvara.   It 

is not describable so instead it is often defined by what it is not.  Isvara is not “God”; not 

in the sense of an anthropomorphic divine being that has been created in the human 

image and even endowed with human qualities such as wrath or forgiveness. We avoid 

the term “God” altogether since it has been used and abused and great violence has 

been done in that name.  

The Hindu scriptures depict Isvara as an abstract principle or concept; Isvara is known as 

the Supreme Consciousness, the Absolute, the Transcendent. Isvara is not the name of 

God or any God. Isvara is expansiveness, all pervasive consciousness. We cannot speak 

of what we do not know but can only conceive of, so Hinduism has given us the four 

great sayings or “mahavakyas” We say “Prajnanam Brahma”, “Sivoham, Sivoham” or 

“Tat Tvam Asi” or “Aham Brahmasmin” or as Meister Eckhart explains “the eye with 

which one sees God is the same eye with which God sees back”. This is the experience 



of Supreme Superconsciousness described as “I am That”. Since words are the 

expression of thought and the experience of the Isvara is beyond words, the four 

mahavakyas are the best words we find to define the experience.  When we taste the 

fruit for ourselves there is no longer any doubt and we move from conceptual 

knowledge to direct experience and it expresses as “I am That”. We are innately 

compelled to pursue the Supreme Truth, the Ultimate; just as the homing pigeon seeks 

to return to its shelter. So we practice Isvara Pranidhana; surrender, not as giving up but 

as an offering of our lives to the bigger picture, the higher order of the universe. This 

becomes our sadhana as we seek to know this mystery of being. We reduce our 

obsessions with the “I and me” of our lives and choose right actions (our dharma) to 

connect with that Source of all being.  

Isvara is beyond form yet can be found expressed in all forms. The impersonal Isvara 

takes form in the personal Ishta-Devata. One can take any deity from any tradition that 

resonates spiritually. As the poet Rumi declares; “The lamps are different but the Light is 

the same” In the same way we see the form and beyond it recognize the formless!  Sri 

Ramakrishna says the divine is both with form and without form; with form it becomes 

the personal deity of the devotee and without the Impersonal Absolute of the 

philosopher.  

Isvara is equated with ‘pranavah’, “a sound meaningful to the practitioner”, it literally 

means humming or reverberation. For Yogis this sound is “AUM” and by reciting AUM it 

settles into the heart. It is the audible expression of the Absolute; it is the bija or seed 



sound of the universe. We chant AUM and when we settle into the aftersound (the 

anusvara) or the silence which remains; we transcend waking state consciousness and 

dissolve into the transcendent state of super consciousness or experience of Isvara. 

Finally, Isvara is not something outside of ourselves but our own true natural state of 

consciousness as defined in the Sutra of Patanjali.  My teacher, Dr. Rao always taught 

meditation on the “Inner Light;” the glowing light between the eyebrows.  It is the light 

of your own supreme super consciousness is how he described it. We loved, accepted 

and celebrated all the gods and goddesses of many spiritual traditions but Isvara as the 

Light was the object of our meditations.  As the Tao says: “the name that can be named 

is not the eternal name” and Baba says: “I want to know that which once I know I’ll 

know there’s nothing left to know.” And so the journey continues.  

Buddhists speak of the Ground of Being or just pure Being defined as “Gate, Gate, Para 

Gate or “beyond and beyond the beyond”.  In Islamic belief Muslims do not “visualize a 

God” rather they refer to something as the “most compassionate”, “most merciful” yet 

they have Allah as their personal deity who answers prayers. The Bahai Faith, a mystical 

offshoot of Islam teaches that “God” is too great for humans to comprehend; Baha Ullah 

is their manifestation of the abstract God.  

 
  


